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Abstract—Traditional techniques of document clustering do not consider the semantic relationships between words when assigning documents to clusters. For instance, if two documents talk about the same topic but by using different words, these techniques may assign documents to different clusters. Many efforts have approached this problem by enriching the document’s representation with background knowledge from WordNet. These efforts, however, often showed conflicting results: While some researches claimed that WordNet had the potential to improve the clustering performance by its capability to capture and estimate similarities between words, other researches claimed that WordNet provided little or no enhancement to the obtained clusters. This work aims to experimentally resolve this contradiction between the two teams, and explain why WordNet could be useful in some cases while not in others, and what factors can influence the use of WordNet for document clustering. We conducted a set of experiments in which WordNet was used for document clustering with various settings including different datasets, different ways of incorporating semantics into the document’s representation and different similarity measures. Results showed that different experimental settings may yield different clusters: For example, the influence of WordNet’s semantic features varies according to the dataset being used. Results also revealed that WordNet-based similarity measures do not seem to improve clustering, and that there was no certain measure to ensure the best clustering results.
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I INTRODUCTION

Document clustering is a technique that aims at grouping document collections into meaningful groups. In traditional techniques of document clustering, documents are represented as bag of words, and are then assigned to clusters according to the similarity scores obtained from a document similarity measure. These techniques ignore the semantic relationships between the document words, and thus cannot accurately group documents based on meaning similarity. For example, a document that only contains the word “plane” and another that only contains the word “jet” are assigned to different clusters as the two words will be considered different.

Existing research has tried to overcome this limitation by proposing clustering techniques that are based on meaning similarities. The similarity in meaning can be measured by exploiting background knowledge in form of domain ontologies or lexical resources such as WordNet. Similarity scores obtained from WordNet can be used to enhance the document’s representation by giving more weight to words that are semantically related [1]. With the enhanced document’s representation, the clustering algorithm can better assign documents to clusters based on their semantic similarities to each other. Several efforts have investigated different approaches to incorporate the semantic features of ontologies in an attempt to improve document clustering, and have shown that information semantics have the potential to improve the quality of the obtained clusters [2-5].

WordNet [6] is one of the most popularly used semantic networks for determining semantic relations between words. WordNet has an ontology alike structure: words are represented as having several meanings (each such meaning forming a synset, which is the atomic structure of WordNet), and relations between words (hyponymy, hyperonymy, antonymy, and other relations) are represented as links in a graph. Many similarity measures use the relations defined in WordNet to determine the semantic relatedness between words. Due to its wide coverage as compared to other restricted domain ontologies, many efforts used it as background knowledge for document clustering [7-9].

Despite the significant amount of research on WordNet-based clustering, existing approaches often resulted in conflicting results: while some approaches showed that WordNet could enhance the document’s representation with semantic features, yielding to better clustering [9-11], other approaches claimed that WordNet resulted in little or no improvement, or might even degrade the clustering results due to the introduced noise [7, 12, 13]. Given this contradiction, the objective of this research is to try to resolve this issue by seeking answers to the following questions:
• What potential factors could make WordNet useful for document clustering in particular situations while not in others?
• Do different experimental settings, i.e. different datasets, document’s representations and similarity measures affect the potential of WordNet to improve clustering?
• What is the best similarity measure to use with WordNet-based clustering?

II RELATED WORK

The idea of incorporating semantic features from the WordNet has been widely explored to improve document clustering techniques. However, there were major differences among the findings of these efforts: while some efforts affirmed the value of WordNet in improving document clustering, other efforts indicated the opposite. For example, Hotho et al. [1] discussed different strategies for representing text documents that take background knowledge from WordNet into account. Their performed evaluations indicated improved clustering results. Gharib, Fouad, and Aref [14] matched the stemmed keywords to terms in WordNet for word sense disambiguation. Their approach outperformed the traditional clustering techniques; however, it seemed to over generalize the affected keywords [15]. Fodeh et al. [13] addressed the effect of incorporating the polysemous and synonymous nouns into document clustering, and showed that they play an important role in clustering. Chen et. al [16] proposed a document clustering approach that combines fuzzy association rule mining with WordNet for grouping documents. They also proposed a technique to filter out noise when adding hypernyms into documents. Wei et. al [17] presented a WordNet-based semantic similarity measure for word sense disambiguation whereas lexical chains are employed to extract core semantic features that express the topic of documents.

In contrast, some studies indicated that the use of WordNet as background knowledge does not necessarily lead to better clusters, and may even produce noise that degrades the clustering performance. For example, Dave et al. [18] used synsets as features for the document’s representation and subsequent clustering, and reported that WordNet synsets actually decreased or added no value to clustering performance. Amine et al. [19] found that the mapping of document words to concepts in WordNet might increase ambiguity and induce loss of information. Passos, A. and J. Wainer [20] showed that many similarity measures between words derived from WordNet are worse than the baseline for the purposes of text clustering, and indicated that WordNet does not provide good word similarity data. However, they worked on a single dataset, and did not examine other approaches of incorporating WordNet’s features into the document’s representation. Sedding, J. and D. Kazakov [7] showed that synonyms and hypernyms disambiguated only by Part-of-Speech tags are not successful in improving clustering effectiveness. This could be attributed to the noise introduced by all incorrect senses that are retrieved from WordNet.

The above discussion reveals inconsistent results regarding the ability of WordNet to operate as background knowledge for document clustering. This demands further investigation into the factors and circumstances causing this inconsistency.

Approaches that exploit WordNet or any other ontology for clustering often rely on some types of semantic similarity measures to estimate the similarity between document words. These measures can be classified into four groups: path length based measures, information content based measures, feature based measures, and hybrid measures. An exhaustive overview of these approaches can be found in [21]. A previous study [22] compared the use of different similarity measures with medical ontologies for document clustering, and indicated that there was no a certain type of similarity measure that significantly outperforms the others. Our study also compares the use of similarity measures for clustering but with WordNet rather than domain-specific ontologies. We also examine the effect of WordNet’s semantics with different datasets and document’s representations. Amine et al. [19] compared three different clustering algorithms which were all based on the synsets of WordNet as terms for the representation of documents. While their study aimed to determine the best clustering algorithm to use with WordNet, this study aims to explain the opposite findings regarding the efficiency of WordNet for document clustering.

III USING WORDNET TO ENHANCE THE DOCUMENT’S REPRESENTATION

Clustering of a document collection typically starts by representing each document as a bag of words. The simple bag of words representation may be enhanced by weighting the terms according to their information content by, for example, tf-idf. Subsequently, a similarity measure, such as the cosine similarity, is used to assign a score to each pair of documents, and similar documents are accordingly assigned to the same cluster. There are two approaches that are commonly used to enhance the document’s representation with WordNet, which are explained in what follows:

A Enhancing the Document’s Representation by Replacing Synonyms

One limitation of using the traditional bag of words representation is that words are weighted separately without considering the similarity between them. For example, the terms <smart, brilliant, bright> are weighted separately despite of all being synonyms. This leads to information loss as the importance of a determinate concept is distributed among different components of the document’s representation.

Existing approaches [1, 13] addressed this issue by referring to lexical databases such as WordNet to identify synonyms. Subsequently, the document’s bag of words is modified by replacing all synonyms with a single descriptor. For
example, the terms: <smart, brilliant, bright> may be replaced with the term <intelligent>. Afterwards, the document is represented by using the tf-idf scheme. Therefore, the replacing term will have a cumulative weight that is equal to the sum of the tf-idf weights of replaced synonyms. Finally, a clustering algorithm, such as K-means, is applied.

B Enhancing the Document’s Representation by Using Similarity Measures

Having documents with different term sets does not necessarily mean that documents are unrelated. Document terms can be semantically related even though they are syntactically different. For example, the terms: cow, meat, milk and farms are all related with some relations which cannot be captured without using background knowledge. As discussed earlier, the document’s representation can be enhanced by identifying and replacing synonyms of the same term. However, this approach only considers synonyms, while terms that are not synonyms but are semantically related are ignored. For example, the words: <camel> and <desert> are related in meaning, and this relation will not be captured by simply identifying and replacing synonyms. To overcome this limitation, it is necessary to represent the document in a way that reflects the relatedness in meanings between the document terms.

Similarity measures have been commonly used to measure the semantic relatedness between documents words, and then relatedness scores are incorporated into the document’s representation. Similarity measures exploit knowledge retrieved from a semantic network (i.e., WordNet) to estimate the similarity between term pairs according to the topology structure of WordNet. Similarity scores are then incorporated into the document’s tf-idf representation so that terms are related will gain more weight. Reweighting terms according to their semantic relatedness may help discount the effects of class-independent general terms and aggravate the effects of class-specific “core” terms [22]. This can eventually help to cluster documents based on their meanings. Employing similarity measures on WordNet is an idea that have been explored by several efforts [3, 17, 23] for the purpose of improving document clustering.

IV Experimental Study

After presenting the approaches for enhancing the document’s representation with knowledge in WordNet, the following subsections report on the experimental study we conducted with the following objectives in mind: 1) Compare between the approaches previously explained and examine their influence on document clustering by testing with different datasets. 2) Examine the use of different ontology-based similarity measures in order to identify the best measure(s) to use with WordNet. 3) Explain, in light of the results obtained from 1 and 2, the contradiction between existing works regarding the value of WordNet’s semantics for document clustering.

A Datasets

Two datasets were used for the study, which were: Reuters-21578, and OHSUMED. Details of each dataset are given below. In addition, the rationale behind using these particular datasets is illustrated.

- Reuters-21578 [24]: The documents in the Reuters-21578 collection appeared on the Reuters newswire in 1987. The documents were assembled and indexed with categories by personnel from Reuters Ltd [24]. Reuters-21578 dataset has been widely used for evaluating document clustering algorithms. Its domain is not specific, therefore it can be understood by a non-expert [7].

- OHSUMED [23]: The OHSUMED test collection is a set of 348,566 references from MEDLINE, the on-line medical information database, consisting of titles and/or abstracts from 270 medical journals over a five-year period (1987-1991). The available fields are title, abstract, MeSH indexing terms, author, source, and publication type. The National Library of Medicine has agreed to make the MEDLINE references in the test database available for experimentation [26].

The above datasets were chosen because they have different characteristics that might lead to different clustering performance: the Reuters-21578 is considered a heterogeneous dataset with no specific domain, covering a wide variety of dissimilar topics from the newswire. In contrast, OHSUMED is a domain-specific dataset strictly covering the domain of medicine. The intention was to explore how the use of datasets of different homogeneity could yield different clustering performance.

B Experiments

We conducted three experiments, each of which used a different approach of representing documents. K-means clustering algorithm was applied in the three experiments. These experiments were as follows:

- Traditional clustering without background knowledge: This represented the baseline case. Documents were pre-processed by applying tokenization, stemming and stop-word removal. Documents were then represented in tf-idf prior to applying K-means for clustering. Note that the conceptual relations between document terms were ignored, and terms were weighted only according to their frequency of co-occurrence in the document collection.

- Enhancing the document’s representation by identifying and replacing synonyms: Before finding synonyms in documents, the following pre-processing steps were applied: First, all documents were broken down into sentences which undergone part of speech tagging. Part of speech tags were essential to correctly identify synonyms which should have the same POS tag. After tagging the document words, other pre-processing steps including tokenization, stemming and stop-word removal were applied. The following step was to search the document collection for terms that are synonyms with the help of WordNet. Synonyms of a particular concept were replaced by a unique term in the document’s bag of words. The modified bag of words of each document was


then represented in tf-idf.

- Enhancing the document’s representation by using ontology-based similarity measures: First, pre-processing steps consisting of tokenization, stop-word removal and stemming were applied on the document collection. Documents were then represented in tf-idf scheme. Ontology based similarity measures were used to measure the WordNet-based similarity between each pair of words in the document collection. Similarity scores were then used to augment the tf-idf weights so that terms gained more weight according to their similarity to each other. This process is formally represented as the following: Let \( d = \{w_1, w_2, w_3, \ldots, w_n\} \) be the document’s representation where \( w_i \) is the weight of term \( t_i \) in document \( d \), and is computed using the tf-idf scheme. The similarity between each pair of terms in the document was calculated by using each similarity measure shown in Table 1. Afterwards, tf-idf weights were reweighted using the following equation [27]:

\[
    w'_i = w_i + \sum_{j=0|j \neq i}^{m} w_j \cdot \text{sim}(i, j) \quad (1)
\]

where: \( w'_i \) stands for the augmented tf-idf weight of term \( i \), \( w_j \) is the tf-idf weight of term \( j \) of the same document, and \( \text{sim}(i, j) \) is the semantic similarity score between terms \( t_i \), \( t_j \) rated from 0 to 1, where 1 represents the highest similarity. This equation assigns more weight to terms that are semantically related. Weights of terms that are not related to any other terms or that are not included in WordNet remain unchanged.

After augmenting the tf-idf document’s representation with similarity scores, K-means algorithm was applied. Since it was of our objectives to assess different similarity measures, the above process was repeated for every similarity measure shown in Table 1. These measures have been widely used for semantically-enhanced text clustering. Short descriptions of these measures are also given in Table 1.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCH</td>
<td>Leacock and Chodorow [28]: This measure relies on the length of the shortest path between two terms. It is limited to IS-A links, and the path length is scaled by the overall depth of the taxonomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUP</td>
<td>Wu and Palmer [29]: This measure calculates similarity by considering the depths of the two terms in WordNet, along with the depth of the least common subsumer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCN</td>
<td>Jiang and Conrath [30]: This measure uses the notion of information content, but in the form of the conditional probability of encountering an instance of a child-synset given an instance of a parent synset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN</td>
<td>Lin[31]: Math equation is modified a little bit from Jiang and Conrath: ( 2 \cdot \text{IC}(\text{lcs}) / (\text{IC}(\text{synset1}) + \text{IC}(\text{synset2}) ). Where IC(x) is the information content of x.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>Resnik [32]: This measure defined the similarity between two terms to be the information content of the most specific common subsume.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several times while varying the similarity measure and the clustering process was repeated several times while varying the similarity measure and the best result was considered for comparison. The ID of the similarity measure giving the best result is shown alongside the result between brackets (IDs of similarity measures are shown in Table 1).

### TABLE 2

Clustering results of the three experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Reuters-21578</th>
<th>OHSUMED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purity</td>
<td>F-measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Background Knowledge</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Replacing Synonyms</td>
<td><strong>0.64</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.77</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With WordNet-based Similarity Measures</td>
<td>0.59 (LCH)</td>
<td>0.70 (LCH)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 lists the different similarity measures we used for the third experiment, i.e. clustering with WordNet-based similarity measures, and the clustering performance per each measure. Results are discussed in the following subsections, and related efforts are revisited, where appropriate, in light of our results.

### TABLE 3

Clustering results for each similarity measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity Measures</th>
<th>Reuters-21578</th>
<th>OHSUMED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purity</td>
<td>F-measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCH</td>
<td><strong>0.59</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.70</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUP</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCN</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESK</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSO</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A Comparing the Document’s Representation Techniques
In this subsection, we compare results across the three experiments, i.e. clustering without background knowledge (baseline), clustering with replacing synonyms and clustering with similarity measures.

In the case of Reuters dataset, clustering with replacing synonyms outperformed other approaches (F-measure = 0.77 and purity = 0.64), followed by clustering with similarity measures (F-measure = 0.70, Purity = 0.59). When using the OHSUMED dataset, the best results were also achieved by replacing synonyms (F-measure = 0.65, Purity = 0.49), followed by clustering with similarity measures (F-measure = 0.60, Purity = 0.43). In general, this result shows that potential of WordNet to improve the clustering results, either by replacing synonyms or by using similarity scores, as compared to clustering without background knowledge. This result conforms to other studies which indicated the value of WordNet semantics for document clustering [1, 7, 11, 17].

However, the use of similarity measures with WordNet has unexpectedly produced results worse than those produced by replacing synonyms, but slightly better than the baseline case, i.e. clustering without background knowledge. It should be noticed that Table 2 shows the top result obtained from all the seven similarity measures. This result concurs with some studies which indicated that the use of similarity measures with WordNet had little impact on text clustering and may produce worse results [20, 23].

The above result suggests that WordNet-based similarity measures do not seem to improve the clustering results. We think that this can be attributed to the structure of WordNet taxonomy which is mainly designed to represent specific relations (e.g. hyponymy, hyperonymy) but is not designed to capture similarity between words. For example, when measuring the similarity between the words: “camel” and “desert”, or between the verb “sit” and the noun “chair”, the similarity scores were close to 0.

B Comparing the Influence of Datasets

Comparing results across the two datasets, we can see that the improvement resulted from semantic-based approaches (synonyms and similarity measures) was more obvious in the case of the OHSUMED dataset than in the Reuters dataset. We think this difference can be explained by the nature of the dataset in terms of the disparity of its content: For example, the Reuters dataset is heterogeneous in the sense that it covers news from unrelated domains, a thing that makes it difficult to identify semantic relations between the document words. It was noticed experimentally that the scores obtained by applying the similarity measures on the Reuters dataset were often low. Considering the fact that most similarity measures rely, mainly or partially, on the taxonomical distances within WordNet, the similarity scores will decrease as the differences between terms increase. In contrast, OHSUMED is a domain-specific dataset with different classes of documents belonging to the medical domain. This makes it easy to identify terms that belong to a specific domain and measure similarities between them. This explains the better results obtained from the OHSUMED dataset as compared to the results obtained from the Reuters dataset.

The above discussion reveals that the use of different datasets can result in different results: The more homogeneous and domain-specific the dataset is, the easier it becomes to capture similarities between terms included in the dataset, hence the more influence the WordNet has on the clustering results. We should also bear in mind that the WordNet is a general-purpose lexical database of English terms but it does not provide a thorough coverage of every domain of knowledge. Although its use has improved the clustering performance in our experiment, WordNet is not meant to be used with domain-specific applications. It is always recommended to use domain-specific ontologies to cover domain-specific datasets.

C Comparing the WordNet-based Similarity Measures

Comparing the use of different similarity measures, results vary as shown in Table 3: in the case of Reuters dataset, the LCH measure achieved the best results followed by the PATH and WUP measures. In the case of OHSUMED, the RES measure gave the best results, followed by the HSO and LESK. However, the improvement on the results was not significant [t-test, p>0.05]. In addition, the clustering performance with some similarity measures was even lower than the performance of the baseline case where no background knowledge was used (e.g. refer to JCN measure in Table 3). These results indicate that there was no certain measure to ensure the best clustering results. They also support our conclusion about the inadequacy of WordNet to be used with ontology-based similarity measures. However, this result does not generalize to other types of ontologies as our study focused strictly on WordNet.

VI Conclusions and Recommendations

The different outcomes of existing approaches regarding the influence of WordNet on document clustering have motivated us to conduct this work. Multiple experiments on document clustering were conducted with multiple datasets, document’s representations and similarity measures. In summary, our study found that the characteristics of the datasets being clustered in terms of the disparity of its topics may reduce the ability to capture the semantic relations between terms from the taxonomy of WordNet. Results also indicated that augmenting the document’s representation by replacing synonyms may achieve better results than those achieved by using similarity measures or the baseline case, i.e. clustering without background knowledge.

Based on these findings, we draw some recommendations to be considered when using WordNet as background knowledge for text clustering: First, experimenters should consider the nature of the dataset in hand and the diversity of its topics before deciding to use WordNet for measuring similarities. Second, the WordNet structure does not seem to support the application of similarity measures. Alternatively, WordNet can be better exploited by capturing specific types of relations such as “IS-A”, “hyponymy” and hypernymy,
and then use them to enhance the document’s representation. For example, capturing and replacing synonyms in the document collection outperformed other approaches in our experiments.
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